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Abstract 
Making use of ADAMS (dynamics analysis software of mechanical system), as the motion analysis platform of a 6-
DOF Wire Driven Parallel Mechanism (WDPM) with seven cables, the equivalent dynamics model are founded. The 
equivalent model of a single cable is established through the experiment and simulation method based on the Bushing 
joints of ADAMS, and the results show this model is reasonable. The cable model is used for the equivalent pattern 
of the WDPM with seven cables, and the simulation results of the system model are also effective, thus laying the 
foundation for the control of the WDPM. The construction method of equivalent cable model based on the Adams 
software provides the effective reference for the dynamics analysis of the cable in other engineering field. 
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1. Introduction
Because cables have the quality to be light, expansion scope big and so on merits, for the past many
years, cables have caused the scientific research worker and engineers' attention [1-3]. Cables are 
substituted for rigid-links in some parallel manipulators, that is, the Wire Driven Parallel Mechanism 
(WDPM). To realize the accuracy control, the accurate kinematics and dynamics mechanical models are 
deduced. But the cables themselves as driven arms have the flexibility and the strong nonlinear, therefore, 
their dynamics modeling process is complex, and the solution is difficult [4]. There is still no mature and 
comprehensive system for reference in the cable dynamics model. On the other hand, the ADAMS 
(dynamics analysis software of mechanical system) software not only realizes the analysis of some virtual 
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prototype, but also forms the second development for the virtual prototype. The establishment of virtual 
machinery for the statics, kinematics and dynamics makes the analysis of mechanics system simple and 
intuitionistic. As a result, the model of the WDPM and control simulation based on ADAMS can promote 
efficiency and quality of the control and mechanical system design [5]. 
Two kinds of methods for the research on the cable dynamics are included. One of them is to look 
upon a cable as a continuous and elastic medium, to create partial differential equation and to solve it by 
difference [6-7]. The other is to make a cable discrete by lumped mass method [8-9], finite element 
method [10], Finite segment method [11] and so on. The lumped mass method is approximate to the 
physical model of the cable. The cable is discretized into many elements. The mass of each cable element 
is lumped at its extremities called the nodes. The nodes of each element are considered to be connected by 
a spring and a damping element in parallel. The spring represents the cable elasticity while the damper 
models the viscous internal friction force of the cable [9]. The foundation of finite element method is 
Variational Principle (VP) and Weighted Residual Solution (WRS), which is to divide the computing area 
into limited nonoverlapping unit. In each unit, to select some proper nodal points as interpolation of the 
function, the variables in the differential equation are changed into the linear expression by the nodal 
point value of each variable or its derivative, and the discretized differential equation is solved by VP and 
WRS. The finite element method will vary with the different weighting function and the interpolating 
function form. Finite segment method is to separate the continual cable for a series of hinge joint section, 
and to analyze dynamics by the application of Multi-body System theories. 
Lumped mass method has the virtues of explicit physical meaning, good expansibility, simple 
arithmetic, and so on. As a result, to design a kind of the novel WDPM for the global control in 3D 
space in the carving, drawing and machining fields, this paper introduces the model of the virtual 
prototype with multi-axis table by ADAMS, in which the cable is discretized into many elements as 
illustrated above and the simulating analysis for the single cable and WDPM system shows whether 
the model is reasonable. 
2. Dynamics simulation model of WDPM 
The simulation scheme is a seven-cable-driven mechanism in Fig.1. The moving platform (MP, or 
end-effector) of the manipulator is assumed to be controlled by 7 cables with their driving actuators 
mounted to the fixed base. The kinematic notation of the manipulator is defined in Fig.1, where the 
center of the fixed base’s base plane is the origin 0O  in base frame 0000 ZYXO − , and the that of the base 
plane of MP is the origin 1O in moving frame 1111 ZYXO − . Let )7~1( =iAi  be the connecting point of 
cables on MP and )7~1( =iBi the connecting point of cables on the fixed plateau CDEF in Fig.1. The 
distribution characters of the connecting points of the upper and the lower cables can be found in [12]. 
Because the theory machining space of machinery platform is a cube with about 20 cm3, and the 
overall dimension is less than 2 meters, the dynamics model of the virtual prototype is established under 
the following three assumptions: firstly, the mass of cable is so small that its inertia mass is neglected; 
secondly, the tension of cable has no effect on the length of cable; thirdly, the length variation of cable 
under the actions of tension is small, and the pendency of cable is ignored. 
MP is drawn by seven cables, one of which is connected to MP by Spherical Joint and to GROUND by 
Hooke Joint. Spherical Joints and Hooke Joints are directed along the direction of the stretching cable. 
For each cable, the discretized elements are connected by the bushings, and the Translational Joint is 
added between the cable element near GROUND and GROUND to retract and release cables freely based 
upon the model shown in Fig.2. 
The equivalent model of WDPM is shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig.1 Schematic illustration of WDPM; Fig.2 Equivalent model of single cable; Fig.3 The dynamic model of WDPM model 
The more discretized elements of the cable, the more accurate simulation results. The more 
approaching to reality, the smaller errors are made. But over refinement is unnecessary in the actual 
analysis. The simulation speed of the flexible thread becomes slower as the number of the separated 
elements increases. Therefore, the number of the elements for each cable is 10 sections, namely, the cable 
is equivalent to the 10 sections with similar cylinder connected through the Bushings. 
3. Inverse dynamics analysis of WDPM 
3.1. Analysis of the forces acted on the end-effector 
The position vector of MP is represented by Tzyx ],,[1 =ς in the base frame, and the orientation vector 
is Tzyx ],,[2 θθθ=ς . T
TT ],[ 21 ςςς = is synthesis of both vectors. Similarly, in the end-effector frame 
Twvu ],,[=V and Trqp ],,[=ω are the line velocity and angular velocity, respectively. TTT ],[ ωVv =  is 
the synthetic vector. 
The external force and moments applied to the end-effector includes the following factors: 
a) tension of the ith cable and its moment 
The tension of the ith cable connected to the end-effector as the origin value is iT in the cable frame. 
The tension of the ith cable in the base frame can be gained from the equation iigi TMT = , where, iM  is 
the transition matrix of the ith cable from the cable frame to the base one [13]. The radius vector Tir  is 
used for the position vector of the origin in the end-effector frame. One can derive the tension and tension 
moment of the ith cable as follows 
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Where, )( 21 ςJ is the transition matrix from the moving frame to the base one, and its detailed 
derivative process is from [13]. MPiT is the tension vector in MP frame of the ith cable. The subscript T is 
tension of the cable. 
b) Gravity 
Let the vector Tc gm ],0,0[ −=G  is the gravity of MP in the base frame. GM and Gr  are the moment of 
gravity and the radius vector of the center of mass to the reference origin 1O , respectively. The gravity in 
the MP frame can be described as 
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From which one has 
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Where, let the movement of MP can be decomposed into the translational motion and rotational 
component for the centre of mass. eF and eM  are the external force and external force moment of MP,
respectively.
3.2. 6-DOF Kinetic Equation of MP 
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I be the inertia tensor, in which xxI , yyI , zzI , xyI , xzI and yzI denotes the 
moments of inertia. For the symmetrical of MP, the values of xyI , xzI and yzI are zero. Based on the above 
analysis, one can derive the Newton-Euler equations of motion of WDPM with respect to the reference 
point (the centre of mass for MP) as follows 
)()()],([ VωVrIωωωIMrωωVωVF ×+×+×+=××+×+= GceGce mm 		                                     (4) 
3.3. Inverse dynamics algorithm of WDPM 
When MP controlled in concordance by seven cables is moving, the origin boundary condition of 
single cable and the motion of the end connection in MP are coupled. That is, the origin position of cable 
is in accordance with the corresponding end of MP and the origin tension value of the cable with that of 
MP, but opposite in direction. Given the terminal boundary condition (the end of cable connected to the 
base), the position, velocity, acceleration, nodal force and nodal force moment of each node for 
discretized cables can be solved from the deployment/retrieval algorithm of cable in [13]. The fourth-
order R-K algorithm is used for solutions of the differential equations. 
4. Simulation Analysis 
4.1. Simulation of a single cable model 
For the dynamic simulation of a single cable model, the parameters of the Bushing in model are 
determined mainly from three aspects: 
(a) The cable’s posture of free-swing is closer to the actual situation to establish the initial parameter 
values of the Bushing; 
(b) When the cable is bending, the end force of the cable connected to the base is closer to 0N (flexible 
cable without tension, without force); 
(c) The elongation is closer to the experiment wire elongation under the tension force. 
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The parameters of a single cable model: it is composed of 100 sections with 1mm radius and 200mm 
length cylinders connected by the Bushing. The parameters of Bushing are set as the Tab.1. Add a 
rotational restraint between the top of the cable and the base frame. The acceleration of gravity is 9.8 
N/Kg. The following Simulation method is used for confirming that the values in Tab.1 are reasonable. 
Simulation A: the cable swings freely under gravity. The simulation time is 6.28 seconds, the number 
of steps is 1000, and the cable swings as the clockwise trace shown in Fig.4. It can be seen that the 
simulation swing posture of the cable under gravity is similar to the actual swing posture. 
Simulation B: one end of the cable is fixed, and the other end 
is sliding pair. Let the moving speed 50mm/s, and direction 
towards the fixed end. In the initial stage of simulation, the cable 
is in tension, and the cable suffered from a short impact force. At 
this time, the maximum force of the cable end is 0.92N. As soon 
as the cable bents, the force decreases rapidly and eventually 
maintains 5×10-4N, which verifies that the equivalent model can 
only bear tension, but not pressure. The actual stress state of the 
cable is the same as it. 
Simulation C: apply 1KN pulling force along the X direction to 
the end of the cable, the coordinate changes of the cable end along 
Fig.4 The trace of swing cable;  
The axis is obtained by simulation, which shows that the coordinate value in X direction is 2001.67mm, 
and the values in Y and Z direction are closer to 0mm. The elongation in X direction is 1.67mm. 
According to the experiment, the strain value of cable is about 0.0008, from which one derives 1.60mm of 
the theoretical elongation. The simulation error is 4%, closer to the true value basically, so the equivalent 
model of the single cable under tension can be maintained at a reasonable elongation. 
Table.1 Major parameters of Bushing 
Parameters Stiffness Damping Torsional stiffness Torsional damping 
Values 5.9346E+004 1 0.1 1 
Through the above three simulation experiments, the four parameters of Bushing unit can be 
determined shown in Tab.1, which can be used for the WDPM equivalent model. 
4.2. Simulation analysis of WDPM Equivalent model 
As is shown in Fig.1, 0000 ZYXO − and 1111 ZYXO −  are in the geometric center of MP to make the 
coordinate parameters intuitive. It is possible to obtain the values of iA  (the point of the ith cable 
connected to MP) and iB (the point of the ith cable connected to the base frame) as shown in Tab.2. 
Table.2 Coordinates connection points 
The trace of MP is given as follows 
 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 
x/mm -200 200 200 -200 -173 173 0 -600 600 600 -600 -600 600 0 
y/mm -200 -200 200 200 -100 -100 200 -600 -600 600 600 -600 -600 600 
z/mm 500 500 500 500 -500 -500 -500 100 100 100 100 -100 -100 -100 
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According to the theory of inverse dynamics mentioned in Part 3, the forces of seven cables can be 
gained shown in Fig.6. The force data is introduced into ADAMS in forms of the spline curves recorded 
as SPLINE_i (i = 1~7), where for the forces of cables, the positive value means repulsion and the 
negative means attractive force, that is, the cable is under tension. In ADAMS, the sentence "-akispl (time, 
0, SPLINE_i, 0)" is used for adding force to the ith cable. Simulation time is 20 seconds, and the step 
number of simulation is 500 steps. The displacement curves along different directions are finally obtained 
by running the simulation model shown in Fig.7. In displacement respect, the maximum error along the X 
direction of MP is 0.4862mm, the maximum error along the Y direction is 0.376mm, and the maximum 
error along the Z direction is 1.0362mm. Relative errors of the trace in three directions are less than 1%. 
Thus, the simulation results of the equivalent model are consistent with the theoretical calculation results 
from the Part 3 in this paper, which proves that the equivalent model is reasonable. 
Fig.6 Theoretical cable forces from algorithm in Part 3;Fig.7 The displacement curves along three directions; Fig.8 Cable-force
curve based on ADAMS;  
Based on the equivalent simulation model, the variations of cable-forces seen in Fig.8 show that the 
force along the Z axis of the 6th cable is the largest, those of the 5th and the 7th cable are larger, and the 
change rates of the 1st cable and the 2nd cable are the largest. From the symmetry of WDPM, for the 
mechanism in the initial position, the 6th cable and the 2nd cable distribute symmetrically in the XY plane 
on both sides, so do the 5th cable and the 1st cable. The forces of the corresponding cables have a 
relatively strong coupling effect. The 3rd cable and the 4th locate upside in the XY plane, which have a 
relatively strong coupling effect with the 7th cable on the lower side. As a result, the forces of the 3rd and 
the 4th are much closer and smaller in value, which is the same as the trends calculated by the theoretical 
model seen in Fig.6. The data of resultant forces in simulation shows that the range of the resultant force 
of MP along the X direction is from -9.9476×10-13N to 9.8765×10-13N, from -9.9476×10-13N to 
9.6989×10-13N along the Y direction, and the resultant force along the Z direction is 98.0665 N. 
Obviously, when the platform moves along the trace described by the equation (5), the forces on MP are 
only along the Z direction, which is coincident with the result in theory.  
From above knowledge, it is feasible to build the equivalent dynamics model of WDPM by the 
Bushing to model the cable. And the simulation results show that the simulation model of the WDPM 
system is reasonable and effective. 
5. Conclusions 
In this article, the equivalent dynamic model of WDPM is built. Firstly, based on ADAMS, the 
Bushing is to establish the equivalent model of a single cable. What’s more, the parameters of the 
Bushing are determined by simulations and experiments. The model of a cable is used for establishing the 
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equivalent dynamic model of the WDPM system. Comparison of the theoretical values and the simulation 
ones is to verify the reasonability and efficiency of the equivalent dynamic model for WDPM so as to lay 
the foundation for the control of WDPM, and also provide references for building the other dynamic 
simulation model of cable drive mechanism. 
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